Course Information


☺ = recommended reading  
☻ = required reading

**Evaluation:** 1 take-home, open book test to be distributed at class 13 and turned in at class 15

**Schedule**

Class 1: Terms 1  
Reading: 14–91 ☺

Class 2: Terms 2  
Reading: 91–158 ☺

Class 3: The Judgment  
Reading: 159–231 ☺

Class 4: Immediate Inferences  
Reading: 232–48 ☻

Class 5: Categorical Syllogisms 1  
Reading: 249–86 ☻

Class 6: Categorical Syllogisms 2  
Reading: 287–93 ☻

Class 7: Categorical Syllogisms 3  
Reading: 294–334 ☻

Class 8: Hypothetical Syllogisms
Class 9: Disjunctive Syllogisms
Reading: 344–9

Class 10: Sorites
Reading: 350–57

Class 11: Dilemma
Reading: 357–65

Class 12: Fallacies 1
Reading: 578–87

Class 13: Fallacies 2
Reading: 587–99

Class 14: Paradoxes 1
No Reading

Class 15: Paradoxes 2
No Reading